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Glass Traps Open and Close
by Bjørn Parramoure

Pistawn Valdez didn’t want to live anymore, and he knew how 
he wanted to go. He took in a shuttering breath. A sheet of 
fear flash flooded out to his fingers and toes, but he smirked 
darkly at the anxiety, scoffing aloud into the low thunder of 
the aircraft’s twin prop engines. 
 A sphinx-like mask of concentration affixed his face. 
He’d trained weekends for a month to get this: his first solo 
skydive. He’d dreamt of it but was each time surprised awake 
being possessed by an alien need to weep, as if the crying 
was enformed as a wisp of cloud he’d fallen through. 
 And indeed he’d fallen through; there was a glass trap 
door in his rock bottom.
 “The depths I reach are limitless;” the words ran 
through his head, some fragment of memory unattached. Not 
this time. He saw himself lying on a page, each phrase more 
repulsively uninteresting than the last. The jump instructor 
was yelling over the roar of the open door. Two others had 
already jumped. He slammed shut the book on himself. He eyed 
the instructor, pointed to the ripcord, to the backup, then 
gave a thumbs up. The instructor, gripping ahold the lip over 
the door, peered out, estimating, then turned to Pistawn and 



hollered, ‘GO!’ 
 No hesitation; out he went. His every muscle relaxed. 
He felt soft and sure, hypnolulled on the massage of air 
over his heavy jumpsuit. His eyes hung half-open behind 
goggles.
 Pistawn gazed on as his body fell like a bomb out of 
the blue, a particle flying across the universe. Pistawn 
watched the particle hit the surface, uneffected, and pass 
through the Earth, through gorgeous caverns, through bodies 
buried eons ago, through peat and raw metals, through oils 
and gases, through plutonium and elements unknown, through 
the core and out the other side past a Chinese tree with a 
child in it who’d climbed just to see the view.



 Off into space went the particle, went Pistawn, out of 
the Solar system, missing every other planet and moon by a 
longshot.
Out sailed Pistawn for hours upon hours, years upon years, 
a trillion years collapsing under the weight of a tril-
lion  trillions. All the glorious, mysterious figments of 
deep space, the star clusters, nebulae, orbital rosettes, 
pulsars, quasars, and perhaps habitable planets were all far 
too far for Pistawn to see. 
 How far, how long had he drifted before he’d passed 
through Earth? Had his plummet begun with his leap from the 
jump plane, or had he hurdled in perptuum, ever-coursing 
through the abyss to chance across Earth’s path? How long 
had it been since? Was the Earth long dead, eaten by the 
sun? 
 Pistawn is the last man left. The only one who knows 
what it was like to say the Pledge of Allegience and believe 
it, to float on an innertube down a river running through a 
forest, the only one left who can describe how ridiculous it 
feels to see a giraffe for the first time, or the relief of 
waking from a nightmare where your life is ruined. 
 There, hanging before him, is a small star, a white 
dwarf circling madly sending in a stream of gas spiraling 
into dim static: Hawking Radiation, a black hole, the only 
real Great Equalizer, the House of Chaos. In you go and all 
is lost, and Pistawn is going in like a kid at the top of a 
tall, tall slide with his mind suddenly not made up.
 An impatient pair of hands, the kid behind him’s, lay 
upon his back and like a bear trap snapping, Pistawn knows 
that hole is not where he wants to go. His every muscle 
spasms just once in futile refusal, but physics is physics, 
and, tragedy or not, Pistawn is up Event Horizon Creek with-
out a means of propulsion. In slow motion his legs stretch 
out under him like he’s infinity tall. Pistawn looks straight 
up, the way he came, and sees the white dwarf whiz by like 
the biggest, luckiest shooting star. 
 
Pistawn breathes and sees the Earth straight ahead, de-
tails blooming before his eyes as he rushes down: canyons 
and cliffs, mesas and snaking streams, shadows of clouds and 
shadows of birds. Another fragment of unattached memory runs 
through his head, “I think you’re damn lucky to be alive, 
kiddo.” He smirks and says into the wind, “Boy, am I glad I 
ran into you,” and pulls the ripcord.













9/28/13
by E. Malchiodi

 Drove with my girlfriend to Macon, Georgia today. We 
counted 20 signs for god (15 in Florida, 5 in Georgia). I 
honestly expected more. Last time I took I-75 to Atlanta they 
were everywhere—signs selling Bibles, billboards saying the 
heartbeat begins at 3 weeks or whatever with babies plead-
ingly staring at you, asking not to abort them. I couldn’t 
help thinking about how the billboard baby wasn’t aborted, 
how that was false advertising, and if it’s not too late to 
retroactively abort that annoying little toddler.
 I remember a road trip less than a decade ago where 
all I saw in Georgia were billboards for Bible sales, Bible 
warehouses, stuffed to the gills with Bibles. 75% off Bibles. 
Bibles for her. Couples Bibles. Braille Bibles like that 
awful movie Book of Eli. Bibles in English, Spanish, Brit-
ish English, Australian English, German, Greek, Esperanto, 
Klingon. You could probably even get a sports team’s logo on 



the cover. Bible covers. Bible covers for your Bible covers, 
showing a picture of a Bible cover. 
 Instead I saw more billboards for guns. Lots. I even 
saw one where they were undoubtedly charged by the word and 
omitted an “of.” It read “thousands guns.” Not sure how 
trustworthy their weapons are. I also saw a few billboards 
against Obama, asking for God to take him out or something 
like that. Amazingly, none of those anti-Obama billboards 
were close to the ones for guns. 
 I can’t help but wonder if the Kindle put the Bible 
warehouses out of business? How many people have e-Bibles? 
Or is it that everybody has a Bible now? I have five or six. 
There’s a Bible in the hotel room tonight and I’ll probably 
take that one. Maybe I should leave it in the next hotel I 
stay in, helping out the Gideon’s. If the next room already 
has a Bible I can mark them as his and hers. 
 Maybe there are enough Bibles for everybody now. It’s 
one of, if not, the best selling book of all time. It’s sold 
more than Harry Potter. Then again, it had a half-millennium 
head start (at least since the printing press). Rich people 
would pay tons of money for a handcrafted version before 
Gutenberg. I’m sure there’s a Bible for everybody. Does that 
hurt the economy? Are there people in the Bible making busi-
ness that are now destitute, cursing Amazon and asking God to 
smite them? Is the future a Kindle Bible? Can you download 
updates to your Bible if somebody somewhere decides it needs 
another revision? Are there Terms of Service you need to read 
before installing a Bible update? 
 In the hotel room my girlfriend and I watched cable. I 
haven’t had cable in well over a year. I haven’t even watched 
television commercials in almost that long. It’s weird, ab-
staining from televised advertisements and then going back 
into it. We watched Happy Gilmore on Comedy Central; after-
wards was Hot Tub Time Machine. Both are mediocre comedies—
they have their moments but don’t really say much. The com-
mercials made me anxious. They’re so forceful, so immediate. 
Living without conventional television has removed that sense 
of urgency, that feeling that you must get to the deal right 
now, get those things, those services, before it’s too late. 
I didn’t see any Bible commercials. 
 I’m inundated with advertisements every day, especial-
ly on YouTube; I see ads within the original content I view 
regularly. Movies and television shows, even on Netflix, are 
rife with product placement and integration. Sometimes I’m 
insulted, feeling that the pushing of products is unnecessary 
and even excessive; sometimes it’s almost forgivable. Almost, 
but never truly forgivable. Take for instance a show like Mad 
Men: it’s the most interesting piece of product integration 



in television history. After all, it’s a show about advertis-
ers, featuring real brands that become intertwined with the 
executives working to create a message for the masses. It’s 
the best commercial ever written, next to The Bible. 

9/29/13

Arrived at the hotel in Atlanta. It’s sans Bible. I left the 
one I stole in Macon, doing freelance for the Gideon’s. I’m 
going to send them an invoice, asking for heaven scene points 
in lieu of cash.



by James Faix


















